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Giancarlo Ascari e Pia Valentinis

d

Quando l’arte e la passione si incontrano nascono storie indimenticabili, a volte tormentate, mai banali. La storia dell’arte è segnata da
questi incontri fatali, vissuti all’insegna della condivisione e di una
rivalità più o meno esplicita.
Con oltre cento tavole interamente illustrate a quattro mani da
Giancarlo Ascari e Pia Valentinis, questa graphic novel originale e
avvincente racconta, attraverso i momenti chiave della loro vita comune, le aspirazioni e le difficoltà, le complicità e i sodalizi di dieci
celebri coppie che hanno fatto la storia dell’arte.
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• ART BOOKS •

THE SECRETS OF PAINTING
The Great Art Books

Sixteen masterpieces of art in a large-format, beautifully illustrated
volume
The volume, in large format and richly illustrated
with specially commissioned panels, aims to illustrate
sixteen masterpieces of painting that marked a fundamental juncture not only in figurative representation,
but also in the presentation of complex themes and
content, sometimes very difficult to decipher at first
glance and to fully understand by an audience unaccustomed to recognising the mechanisms of communication and iconology of past centuries. Through a
selection of significant works, the processes of image
formation and construction will be investigated
thanks to the specific examination processes in use
today, such as X-rays, infra-red reflectography and
ultraviolet rays, which highlight the pentimenti and
changes in progress before achieving the final image.

These examinations, required if the paintings are to
be restored, are essential for reconstructing the hard
work and the executive process followed by the
artist to create their final version, itself loaded with
complex meanings that justify the changes identified
during the work’s progress. Works have been selected
that reveal the complexity of their hidden meanings,
but also the secrets and mysteries that have remained
hidden for centuries. Paintings by Leonardo da Vinci,
Giorgione, Caravaggio, Rembrandt, David, Picasso,
among others, will be presented and discussed, together with unpublished scientific examinations to
shed light on the “secret” that always adds value to an
artist’s masterpiece.

ALSO IN THE GREAT ART BOOKS SERIES
AUTHOR

PIETRO C. MARANI - Lecturer in History of Modern Art, History of Contemporary Art and Museology at the
Polytechnic University of Milan, and History of Renaissance Art at the School of Specialisation in Art History at
the Catholic University of Milan. Author and co-author of numerous articles and publications on art, architecture and thought in the Italian Renaissance, Marani has edited over twenty volumes on Leonardo, Leonardesque
artists’ painting and the Last Supper, whose restoration works he co-directed.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

BOSCH (Fall 2022)
LEONARDO
PAOLO UCCELLO
MASACCIO
BEATO ANGELICO
PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA
MANTEGNA
TIZIANO
ANTONELLO DA MESSINA
VENETIAN PAINTING
GIORGIONE
CIMABUE

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

GIOTTO
FUTURISM
MICHELANGELO THE PAINTER
MICHELANGELO THE SCULPTOR
BOTTICELLI
RENAISSANCE IN ROME
SIMONE MARTINI
SENESE PAINTING
ROMAN PAINTING
THE GARDENS OF VERSAILLES
THE HERBAL OF ULISSE
ALDROVANDI

Hardcover • 28 x 33 cm
288 pages • 200 illustrations
€119.00 • March 2022
978-88-6648-557-5
4
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• ART BOOKS •

TVBOY

Official & Authorized

The first official monograph dedicated to the famous street artist
TVBOY
With a contribution by Oliviero Toscani

A young Italian street artist living in Barcelona,
TVBOY has authored some of the most famous
urban art interventions in major European and
American cities: his works are satires inspired by current political and social issues. Produced in close collaboration with the artist, the book follows his entire
career: from his beginnings characterised by graffiti

and stencil techniques to the most recent works dedicated to the COVID-19 pandemic and the US elections. Accompanied by critical essays which position
him within the contemporary art scene, the book is
the first official monograph on one of the greatest
exponents of urban pop art.

TEXTS BY

NICOLAS BALLARIO - Curator and television and radio host, Ballario studied photography at the John Kaverdash School in Milan and attended the Altieri Academy in Rome. He has joined Oliviero Toscani’s staff as an
expert in the combination of art and mass media. He currently edits the art section of Rolling Stone Italia.
OLIVIERO TOSCANI - Italian photographer, born in 1942, in Milan, is the ingenious force behind some of the
most successful brands and magazines of the world, such as Esprit, Chanel, Fiorucci, Benetton and more. He
studied design and photography in Zurich from 1961 to 1965. His work has appeared in magazines like Vogue,
Harper’s Bazaar, Stern, Espire, GQ, Elle.

Hardcover with jacket • 21 x 26 cm
144 pages • 100 illustrations
€34.00 • December 2021
978-88-6648-534-6
8
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• ART BOOKS •

LOVERS IN ART
Ten couples of artists and lovers
Graphic Novel

When art and passion come together, unforgettable stories are born,
sometimes tormented, never predictable

With over one hundred panels entirely written and illustrated by Elfo and Pia Valentinis, this original and
compelling graphic novel recounts, through key
moments in their shared lives, the aspirations, challenges, complicities and friendships of ten famous
couples in the history of art.

Auguste Rodin and Camille Claudel
Gustav Klimt and Emilie Flöge
Elizabeth Siddal and Dante Gabriel Rossetti
Amedeo Modigliani and Jeanne Hébuterne
Vasilij Kandinskij and Gabriele Münter
Pablo Picasso and Dora Maar
Salvador Dalí and Gala
Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera
Georgia O’Keeffe and Alfred Stieglitz
Christo and Jeanne Claude

AUTHORS

GIANCARLO ASCARI - Holds a degree in Architecture in 1976 from the Polytechnic University of Milan. He
currently resides in Milan. He is an illustrator and comic book author working under the pseudonym Elfo. Since
1977 he has collaborated with texts and illustrations for major Italian magazines and newspapers.
PIA VALENTINIS - Graduated from the Art Institute of Udine. During her career she has illustrated children’s
books and worked with national and international publishers.

Hardcover • 20 x 26 cm
128 fully illustrated pages
€29.90 • February 2022
978-88-6648-559-9
10
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Il suo insegnante di scultura all'Accademia, Alfred Boucher, riconosce il talento della giovane e la presenta
a Rodin. Inizia così una stretta collaborazione: Auguste accetta Claude come aiutante, modella e allieva nel
suo atelier al Dépôt del Marbres.

Auguste ha 43 anni, Camille 19. Il loro rapporto sarà una condivisione continua di arte e idee. Lei scolpisce
le mani e i piedi delle sculture commissionate a Rodin, il quale ha una carriera già avviata. Rodin lavora
alla monumentale Porta dell'Inferno. Delle oltre 180 figure rappresentate, molte sono opera di Camille.

Lo sai che Adéle è incinta?
E adesso chi poserà per questa figura?
Delle modelle non ci si può proprio
fidare. Con quello che costano!
Non ti resta che cercare qualcun
altro al mercato delle modelle,
lunedì mattina in place Pigalle.
Oppure posso posare io...

Ben presto il loro rapporto artistico diventa anche un intenso legame amoroso. Sono completamente presi
l'uno dall'altro e tormentati dalla gelosia. Capita che Auguste, se non trova Camille all'atelier come di
consueto, la cerchi ovunque.
26

• ART BOOKS •

NEW
ENHANCED
EDITION

FRIDA
Graphic Novel

New edition enriched with new contents and beautiful packaging
The illustrated diary of a great artist and woman, against the lush
backdrop of colourful Mexican folklore

A dialogue in two voices, between Frida Kahlo and
Death, very close companions of an existence spent
between burning love and shocking pain, miscarriages and prolific talent, the joy of living and suicide attempts. A comic strip diary that gathers facts and
feelings, from her Mexican childhood to her stays
in the United States, from her legendary marriage
to Diego Rivera to the discovery of her passion for

painting, transformed into a mirror of her inner life.
The book alternates comic strip sequences with
freely drawn panels, inspired by Frida’s concrete
world as well as her imaginary world, populated with
memories and animals: monkeys, parrots, communist
symbols, family photos, prosthetics and corsets, traditional clothes and folkloric characters.

AUTHOR

VANNA VINCI - The pencil of this outstanding illustrator and comic book artist masterfully tells the story of
a magnetic personality, charismatic promoter of her own art and image, who has become part of the collective
imagination and is today a true pop icon.

Hardcover • 20 x 26 cm
176 fully illustrated pages
€27.50 • Available
978-88-6648-582-7
14
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• ART BOOKS •

THE 100 FILMS THAT
SHOCKED THE WORLD
The 100 films that have had the greatest impact on the history
of cinema and culture

The reader is taken on a thrilling ride, beginning with
the great silent films of Lang and Chaplin and the
creations of the Hollywood Golden Age, continuing
with masterpieces by Orson Welles and Hitchcock,
Neorealism, the Nouvelle Vague movement and Italian-style comedy, continuing with the challenging
narratives of authors such as Visconti, Pasolini, Tarkovsky and Bergman and the great sagas of the ‘70s
and ‘80s (Star Wars, Alien, Apocalypse Now, The
Godfather), up to recent years, full of memorable
works such as Forrest Gump and The Big Lebowski
by the Coen brothers, and to the present day, with

works such as Sorrentino’s La Grande Bellezza and
Parasite by Korean Bong Joon-ho.
Written in a direct, brilliant style, critic Gianni
Canova’s fact sheets give us access to the expressive
world of each film and, at the same time, they draw
before our eyes a rich, multifaceted and diverse map
of what cinema has been in the past and what it is
today: the great popular spectacle, a factory of wonder, a reservoir of the collective imagination populated by the bewitching faces of the stars, an instrument
of artistic experimentation. And so much more.

EDITED BY

GIANNI CANOVA - Professor of History of Cinema and Film Studies, Dean of IULM University in Milan, he
is a member of the Higher Council for Cinema and Audiovisuals established by the Italian Ministy of Culture.
Among the most authoritative Italian scholars and film critics, he has published numerous monographs and
essays; he is the author of various television programs and formats.

Paperback • 19 x 23 cm
224 pages and 100 illustrations
€32.90 • February 2022
978-88-6648-556-8
16
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• ART BOOKS •

THE 100 PAINTINGS THAT
SHOCKED THE WORLD

THE 100 EXHIBITIONS
THAT DISRUPTED THE WORLD

The series of illustrated art publications continues with the 100
paintings that have represented a turning point in the history of art

A fresh and original interpretation of contemporary art history

The book looks at the history of art from an unusual point of view: instead of dwelling on the creators
or reconstructing the history of cultural movements,
the book focuses on the observation of the 100 paintings that represent a turning point in the history of
art. Starting from Giotto’s revolution, which marks
the passage of the language of art history (as Vasari
wrote) “from Greek into Latin”, the book develops
a discourse that focuses on the power of the work of
art, its ability to arouse feelings and to give substance
to the imagination of an era or a civilisation. The
great seasons of European painting thus flow before
the reader’s eyes, in a critical discourse based on
the vivid concreteness of the paintings: every new
style is visibly and tangibly embodied in a painting,
becoming representative of a new way of looking at
the world.

If it is true that art is “what artists do”, the volume starts
from a different assumption, according to which a view
of contemporary art history that privileges the moments
in which the investigations of the artists have taken shape
through the exhibitions is plausible and possible. By abandoning the traditional narrative method, based on the figure
of the individual artist or on the sequence of movements,
the intention is to trace a map highlighting the centrality
of art exhibitions, the critical commitment that supported
them, the hazard that moved and continues to move the
action of curators and museum systems. The Salon des Refusés of 1863, the first edition of the Venetian Biennale of
1895, the exhibition of “degenerate art” of 1937... Each
one of the exhibitions mentioned certifies a deviation or
announces a change in the relationship between art and the
public, as well as in the actual course of art history. And
each one presents itself as an instrument that is capable of
underlining a change in taste, in our perceptions, in our
“feelings”. This volume therefore offers a fresh interpretation of contemporary art history, told for the first time
through the exhibitions that have made it visible.

EDITED BY

EDITED BY

FLAVIO CAROLI - One of the best known and most
respected Italian critics and art historians. Caroli is
the author of numerous successful books, which combine scientific authority with a writing style capable
of addressing a wide audience. He has also curated
notable exhibitions in prestigious venues, including
serving as scientific director of the exhibition activities
of Palazzo Reale in Milan (1997-2004).

18
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• ART BOOKS •

T H E 1 0 0 PA I N T I N G S T H AT S H O C K E D T H E WO R L D

Paperback- 19 x 23 cm
216 pages • 100 illustrations
€34.90 • Available
978-88-6648-450-9

BEATRICE BUSCAROLI – Member of the High Council
of Cultural Heritage, university teacher of modern and contemporary art history at the Università degli Studi of Milan
and at the Accademia di Belle Arti of Bologna. Since 1997
she collaborates with several Italian institutions for the curatorship of exhibitions.

Paperback • 19 x 23 cm
224 pages • 100 illustrations
€ 29.00 • Available
978-88-6648-413-4

BRUNO BANDINI – University teacher of art philosophy
and of contemporary art history at the Accademia di Belle
Arti of Bologna, he is a member of the I.K.T. (Internationale
Kunstleitertagung), an international association gathering
together curators and contemporary art critics.

T H E 1 0 0 E X H I B I T I O N S T H AT D I S R U P T E D T H E WO R L D

|
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• ART BOOKS •

“A LIFE FOR ART”
COLLECTION
“A life for art”: a stunning collection with sophisticated packaging
about artists and movements

IMPRESSIONISMO
E GIAPPONE
EDITED BY

SIMONA BARTOLENA - Art historian, she is a consultant for many municipalities, museums, cultural associations and galleries, for which she curates
art exhibitions and events. For years she has been involved in communication, holding courses, conferences and seminars on historical and artistic
subjects. She has published numerous volumes for leading Italian and international publishing houses.
Paperback • 23.5 x 29 cm • 80 pages • 50 illustrations
Available • €16.00 • 978-88-6648-433-2

AMEDEO MODIGLIANI
EDITED BY

FRANCESCO POLI - Art historian, critic and curator, he is Professor of
Contemporary Art History at the Brera Academy. Poli is the author of numerous volumes devoted mainly to twentieth-century art, and writes regularly for various magazines and newspapers.
The series was created with the intention of providing a lean tool for in-depth study of the lives
of great artists and movements that have contributed to marking important stages in the evolution of art history in relation to other disciplines.

Paperback • 23.5 x 29 cm • 96 pages • 80 illustrations
Available • €19.00 • 978-88-6648-395-3

ROY LICHTENSTEIN
EDITED BY

LUCA BEATRICE - Curator and contemporary art critic among the most
famous of the Italian panorama.
Paperback • 23.5 x 29 cm • 64 pages • 50 illustrations
Available • €9.90 • 978-88-6648-424-0

PIET MONDRIAN
EDITED BY

ELENA PONTIGGIA - Professor at the Brera Academy, she has published
various essays, including the Italian edition of the writings of Kandinsky,
Marc, Klee, the biographies of Sironi (2015) and Martini (2017).
Paperback • 23.5 x 29 cm
64 pages • 50 illustrations
€14.90 • Available
978-88-6648-576-6

RENÉ MAGRITTE
EDITED BY

SIMONA BARTOLENA - Art historian, she is a consultant for many
municipalities, museums, cultural associations and galleries, for which she
curates art exhibitions and events. For years she has been involved in communication, holding courses, conferences and seminars on historical and artistic subjects. She has published numerous volumes for leading Italian and
international publishing houses.
Paperback • 23.5 x 29 cm • 80 pages • 50 illustrations
Available • €16.00 • 978-88-6648-407-3

20
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• P O P C U LT U R E •

WONDER WOMAN.
THE MYTH
The complete monograph published in partnership
with DC Comics and Warner Bros

Wonder Woman. The Myth relates the heroine’s story to the historical context in which she was born,
analysing the personalities of the character and those
of her enemies. Since her creation, Wonder Woman
has been a vehicle for positive values to the point of
embodying, in the 1970s, the symbol of the feminist
struggle. The catalogue explores the character in the
historical context of her origins and her evolution
as a paradigm of Western habits over the last 80
years of world history. The book recounts the universe of the character from the sociological and an-

thropological point of view of customs and culture,
as well as presenting team of scriptwriters and illustrators, artists and authors who have given life to her.
Since the 1990s, the illustrators who most influenced
Wonder Woman’s image and made her increasingly
iconic, including George Pérez, have pioneered the
1990s aesthetic towards the character’s recent renaissance. The book concludes with a special focus
on Wonder Woman’s influence on haute couture and
fashion, starting with the costumes she wears in her
films.

EDITED BY

ALESSIA MARCHI - Journalist and Art curator.

Paperback • 23 x 28 cm
212 pages • 150 illustrations
€32.00 • Available
978-88-6648-580-3
22
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• P O P C U LT U R E •

NEW
EDITION

THE DEVIL

Illustrated Atlas of the Dark Side

The reference book on the figure of the devil, from the Middle Ages
to pop culture, art history to literature
A rich background in pictures dedicated to the history, symbolism
and manifestations of the devil in the collective imagination of
yesterday and today

Evil is a dynamic component of life. Its presence in art,
as personification or emanation, is revealing of the constitutively polar structure of human thought. Demetrio
Paparoni uses clear and captivating language to analyse
the representation of the devil and manifestations of

evil in the arts of the West and the East, of yesterday
and today, through masterpieces of art history, engravings, posters, tarot cards, record covers, films, comics,
fashion and design objects, and other curiosities about
the world of demons, the occult and witchcraft.

EDITED BY

DEMETRIO PAPARONI - Art critic, curator and essayist, was born in Syracuse, currently lives in Milan. In 1983
he founded the contemporary art magazine “Tema Celeste” and the homonymous publishing house, in which
international intellectuals and critics collaborated including Arthur Danto, Gillo Dorfles, James Hillman, Arturo
Schwarz. He is considered one of the most authoritative voices of Italian art criticism.

Hardcover • 16.5 x 24 cm
384 pages • 400 illustrations
€ 35.00 • January 2022
97-888-6648-583-4
24
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• P O P C U LT U R E •

THE GREEN HOUSE
Plants and compositions for every room

Nimble yet comprehensive, this illustrated handbook is a source of of
inspiration and practical suggestions for taking care of house plants
and creating compositions designed for different environments

Living among nature, even at home, is increasingly
important, a desire shared by many people who suddenly find themselves spending more time at home
and having to rethink their spaces to include a work
space.
Lean yet comprehensive, this illustrated handbook is
a source of inspiration and practical tips for caring

for house plants and creating compositions designed
to suit different environments.
Ad-hoc photographs, detailed tables and step-by-step
instructions will guide the reader through the creation
of wreaths, kokedama and much more. Each tutorial
is enriched by insights and useful tips.

TEXTS BY

IRENE CUZZANITI - Author of tutorials and magazine articles and curator of workshops in which she aims to
bring people closer to nature and spread best environmental practices. Her work style is broad and versatile: from
garden and terrace projects to arrangements with flowers or inserted in nature.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY

IRENE RINALDI - Born in Rome, she collaborates as a freelancer with Italian and international magazines and
publishing houses, fanzines and self-published works.

ALSO AVAILABLE

BUNCH UP!
INSTRUCTIONS AND INSPIRATIONS
FOR BUDDING FLORISTS
Paperback • 21 x 25,5 cm •
192 pages • 250 illustrations and photographs
€ 24,90 • 978-88-6648-306-9

26
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Paperback • 21 x 25.5 cm
164 illustrated pages
€ 32.90 • Available
978-88-6648-545-2
THE GREEN HOUSE
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• PHOTOGRAPHY •

10X10

Stories of women photographers

The amazing stories of ten women who have changed
the history of photography

Starting with a carefully selected group of their most
fortunate and famous images, imprinted in the eyes
and emotions of us all, the book recounts the story
of the great pioneers of 20th century photography:
from Dorothea Lange with her shots of America exhausted by the Great Depression to Gerda Taro with
her tragic, untimely end in the Spanish War, from
Margareth Bourke-White, among the first photographers to set foot in the Buchenwald concentration
camp to Claude Cahun, whose work brilliantly an-

ticipates current concerns around gender politics and
sexual identity. Then there are authors dedicated to
their own original research, such as Tina Modotti, divided between art and political commitment, and the
versatile Imogen Cunningham, up to the present day,
with great artists like Cindy Sherman and Vanessa
Beecroft, who use photography as a privileged medium (or exclusive medium, in the case of Sherman) of
expression of their inner world and their expressive
research.

EDITED BY

NICOLAS BALLARIO - Curator and television and radio host, Ballario studied photography at the John Kaverdash School in Milan and attended the Altieri Academy in Rome. He has joined Oliviero Toscani’s staff as
an expert in the combination of art and mass media. He currently edits the art section of “Rolling Stone Italia”.

Hardcover • 24 x 31,5 cm
196 pages • €59.90 • February 2022
978-88-6648-543-8
28
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• PHOTOGRAPHY •

TINA MODOTTI
Women, Mexico and freedom

The art and life of a great woman of the 1900s
Catalogue of the exhibition in Milan, Mudec Photo
(1 May - 7 November 2021)

Tina Modotti (Udine 1896 - Mexico City 1942) is
not only one of the greatest photographers of the
20th century, but a fascinating character for the
many facets of her personality. Born into a working-class family from Friuli, she joined her father who
had emigrated to the United States in 1913; in 1918
she moved to Los Angeles, where she embarked on a
film career, but, despite her success, dissatisfied with
the way cinema exploited her exotic charm, she soon
left Hollywood, after only three films and, thanks to

her meeting and relationship with Edward Weston,
she devoted herself to photography, moving with him
to Mexico. The catalogue presents exceptional materials: original silver salts prints from the 1970s made
from Tina’s negatives made available by Vidali, letters,
documents from Tina’s sister. A formidable tale that
introduces us to a free spirit who experienced misery
and fame, art and social engagement, persecution, but
also boundless admiration for the full and constant
respect of herself, her thought, and her freedom.

EDITED BY

BIBA GIACCHETTI - For the last 15 years she has worked with some of the best-known photographers on the
international scene such as Steve McCurry, James Nachtwey, Elliott Erwitt. In 2002, with Giuseppe Ceroni, she
founded the Sudest57 agency, through which she has curated numerous exhibitions and publications in Italy and
abroad.

IN THE SAME SERIES

LIU BOLIN
VISIBLE INVISIBLE

ELLIOTT ERWITT
FAMILY

Paperback • 25 x 28,7 cm •
128 pages • 70 illustrations
€ 25,00 • 978-88-6648-431-8

Paperback • 25 x 28,7 cm •
128 pages • 70 illustrations
€ 25,00 • 978-88-6648-434-9
Dutch paperback with dust jacket
25 x 28.7 cm • 128 pages • 70 illustrations
€25.00 • Available • 978-88-6648-446-2
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MODERN MILAN
Architecture, art and city 1947 - 2021

Photographs by Gabriele Basilico, Paolo Rosselli, Marco Introini,
Filippo Romano and Giovanna Silva

The book takes up the nucleus of the now historical
and unobtainable publication Modern Milan (1996),
extending that pioneering research on Milanese
architectural culture to the new Milan of the beginning of the millennium, with a rigorous critical
and interpretative approach. The book is intended
as a contribution “to the capacity of the Lombardy
metropolis to present itself as a laboratory for an unconventional culture of change” and is designed for
the reader to experience the interweaving textual and
visual reading. The text is by Fulvio Irace, one of the

most authoritative Italian critics and scholars of architecture. The visual atlas, with large-format images, is
entrusted, for the modern part, to the photographs
of masters such as Gabriele Basilico and Paolo Rosselli, and for the contemporary part to high-profile
professionals such as Marco Introini, Filippo Romano and Giovanna Silva. A chapter is dedicated
to the usually neglected theme of the profound relationship between public art and architecture, in continuity with a specificity of Milanese post-war culture.

EDITED BY

ENRICO BALERI - Designer, entrepreneur and planner, founder, among others, of the Baleri and Alias brands. A
tireless promoter of initiatives in the world of architecture, art and industrial design, he directs the research centre
in Bergamo that bears his name, founded in 2004.
FULVIO IRACE - One of the leading scholars of architecture in Italy, he is Professor of History of Architecture
at the Polytechnic University of Milan. His research activity, concentrated above all on Italian architecture, has
resulted in numerous monographs, including those dedicated to Gio Ponti, Carlo Mollino, Franco Albini, Luigi
Caccia Dominioni and Vico Magistretti.

Hardcover • 24.5 x 28.5 cm
240 pages • 150 illustrations
€65.00 • December 2021
978-88-6648-577-3
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“INTERIOR CUBE DESIGN”
COLLECTION
The most beautiful houses, able to make us enter the fairy realms
of dreams, collected in a monographic volume, part of a new series,
with an original format.

Through a selection of houses with strong characters from all over the world, the new Interior Design Cubes
series is an exhaustive and tasty survey of interior design styles to guide the reader through the categories,
languages and trends of contemporary living.
Original in their cubic format, elegant and well-prepared in their packaging and graphics, making the most of the
beautiful images of the projects presented, the monographs that make up the collection are immediately recognisable by their colour, which refers to a particular style. Respectively red, green and grey, the first three volumes
focus on the theme of nature, the Brutalist style and “dream houses”.

NATURAL HOUSES
DREAM HOUSES
BRUTALIST HOUSES (Spring 2022)
Hardcover • 17 x 17 cm
304 pages • 200 images
€39.90 • Spring 2022
978-88-6648-528-5
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NATURAL HOUSES

DREAM HOUSES

The best of sustainable interior design, in the name of a respectful
relationship with the environmental context

The most scenic homes of surrealist inspiration

The green nature house is in harmony with the environmental context, inserting itself in the delicate ecosystem that welcomes it in a respectful and
non-invasive way, thinking of itself as a single organism in which all the elements exploit the mutual
synergies in order to minimize the environmental
impact, responding to the needs of those who live
there. The eco-compatible characters are realized in
the choice of natural materials, in the control of solar
radiation, in the particular dosage of natural light in
the interior spaces and in the virtuous use of artificial
light, in the careful management of water resources
and fuels, in the use of renewable energy, in the reduced CO2 emissions.

Dreamy and never banal, the dream house organizes spaces like a theatrical set. Anthropomorphism,
organic shapes inspired by the human body and the
animal world, deformation, unusual combinations
are the key points of this style, which brings the dream into the everyday dimension. Through the use of
mirrors that refer to the theme of the double, unusual and alienating objects, tapestries, upholstery and
trompe-l’oeil, the traditional space is unhinged, loses
its coordinates and becomes a non-place, sometimes
in a labyrinth that alludes to the complexity of the
human mind.

TEXTS BY

TEXTS BY

ALESSANDRA COPPA - Architect and journalist,
she teaches “History of contemporary architecture”
at the Polytechnic of Milan and “History and documentation of architectural heritage” at the Brera Academy. Author of essays and books on contemporary
architecture, she has been the creator and author of
series on architecture and design for the “Corriere
della Sera”.
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N AT U R A L H O U S E S

Hardcover • 17 x 17 cm
304 pages • 200 images
€39.90 • February 2022
978-88-6648-529-2

CHIARA SAVINO - Graduated in History of Contemporary Art and Museology at the University of
Milan, she is editorial director of 24ORE Cultura
and Libri Scheiwiller, as well as author of illustrated
books on design, architecture and children. She has
taught at the Polytechnic of Milan and at the Master of Design Management of the 24 ORE Business
School.

Hardcover • 17 x 17 cm
304 pages • 200 images
€39.90 • February 2022
978-88-6648-536-0
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UP THERE AMONG
THE GODS

BIG BOOK OF DESIGN
Deluxe Edition

Portraits of illustrious personalities of design and culture
A first-person tribute to some great masters who passed away

The death of a master is an opportunity to distil their
teachings and thought, the first step in passing it on
to posterity. With this spirit Enrico Baleri writes his
“Beads”, short stories dedicated to great figures of
design and culture who have left us, and on occasion dedicated to projects, organisations or institutions. Stories experienced in the first person, from the
privileged point of view of those who have lived that
story and want to share it with the reader, offering
them the opportunity of being the main character together with them. Followed by an audience of fans on
Facebook, these stories are now taking the form of a
book, accompanied by a preface by the author. With
a clear style, sometimes ironic and always modulated
on the specific character, Baleri offers us small gems,
which form an important piece of Italian history.

A rich encyclopaedic volume dedicated to the history of international design, from the 1920s to the
present day.
From Gio Ponti to Philippe Starck, from Ettore
Sottsass to the Castiglioni brothers: the book brings
together all the greatest protagonists in the history of design, creators of objects that have become
part of our daily lives. Introductory essays tell the
story of each designer, providing the main keys to
reading their work according to historiography or
current critical production, while a selection of autograph writings or an interview will explain their
thought and poetics. An atlas of objects will also illustrate some of the most famous products, through
brief information tables, drawings and photographs.
An indispensable volume to follow the creative path
of the great masters of international design, from the
1920s to today.

TEXTS BY

EDITED BY

ENRICO BALERI - Designer, entrepreneur and planner, founder, among others, of the Baleri and Alias
brands. A tireless promoter of initiatives in the world
of architecture, art and industrial design, he directs
the research centre in Bergamo that bears his name,
founded in 2004.
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Back in bookshops in an elegant luxury edition with slipcase
at a special price

UP THERE AMONG

THE GODS

Hardcover • 14 x 21 cm
144 pages • 30 illustrations
€25.90 • Available
978-88-6648-531-5

ANDREA BRANZI - Architect and designer, since
graduating in 1966 he has been part of the radical
avant-garde movement. Scientific Curator of the
Design Museum of the Triennale di Milano, he has
curated several themed exhibitions. He is the author
of many books on the history and theory of design,
published in various countries.

Paperback with slipcase
23.5 x 31 cm • 432 pages
300 illustrations • €59.00
Available • 978-88-6648-453-0

BIG BOOK OF DESIGN
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THE MUDEC BY DAVID
CHIPPERFIELD
A monographic volume entirely dedicated to Mudec, the Milanese
Museum of Cultures designed by David Chipperfield

The Museum of Cultures project originated in the
1990s, when the Municipality of Milan purchased
the area of the former Ansaldo factory for cultural
activities.
The disused factories, real monuments of industrial
archaeology, have been entirely recovered according
to a project by the English architect David Chipperfield: inaugurated in 2015, Mudec is today a
multidisciplinary hub dedicated to testimonies and
cultures of the world, home to a permanent ethno-an-

thropological collection, including rooms reserved for
temporary exhibitions, an auditorium and educational spaces for children. The museum stands out for
its light architecture, whose squared volumes clad
in zinc enclose a structure in opaque crystal, with
a slender, free and organic form. Inside, a dramatic
staircase in black stone leads to the Agora, a vast, fluid
and opalescent space, a meeting place for cultures and
communities.

TEXTS BY

GIOVANNI LEONI
PHOTOGRAPHS BY

CHRISTIAN RICHTERS - One of the most important international photographers of contemporary architecture
has created an unpublished photographic campaign for this volume

Hardcover • 17.9 x 24.2 cm
160 pages • 100 illustrations
€24.90 • Fall 2022
978-88-6648-399-1
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BULLET DIARY

ARCHITECTURE
OF THE FUTURE

Your life has never been so organized

With a historic essay on the utopias of habitation and fifteen
interviews with contemporary and international architecture
studios, the book investigates the concept of the “home” and
its future, also in view of the recent social disruption caused
by the Covid-19 pandemic, through causes for reflection,
sketches and renderings.

Enhanced by valuable tutorials on drawing and handwriting, this activity book explains to the reader how
to plan and organise their monthly, weekly and daily
engagements, while at the same time expressing their
creativity. A universal diary to complete and customise,
following the advice of the influencer@feebujo.

EDITED BY

EDITED BY

FEDERICA SANTARONI - A based-in-Rome artist
and illustrator, Federica Santaroni has two biggest
passions: drawing and stationary... and now thousands of followers on Instagram.

ALESSANDRA COPPA - Architect and journalist,
she teaches “History of contemporary architecture”
at the Polytechnic of Milan and “History and documentation of architectural heritage” at the Brera Academy. Author of essays and books on contemporary
architecture, she has been the creator and author of
series on architecture and design for the “Corriere
della Sera”.

Flexibound with elastic cord
14,8 x 21 cm • €24.90
240 fully illustrated pages
Available • 978-88-6648-520-9
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Paperback • 21 x 26 cm
192 pages • 60 illustration
€32.00 • Available
978-88-6648-521-6
ARCHITECTURE OF THE FUTURE
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LITTLE WOMEN
The famous novel by Louisa May Alcott told to children

It’s Christmas Eve and it’s snowing outside, but in the
March living room the fire crackles merrily in the fireplace. Four sisters, quietly focused on their knitting,
sigh with melancholy while they think of their father
who is far away in the war. This is the unforgettable opening of Little Women, the most celebrated of
Louisa May Alcott’s novels. First published in 1868
and still relevant today, the novel has been the subject

of numerous re-editions and film adaptations. This
book now provides an abridged version, rewritten
and reworked for a younger readership. Featuring
splendid contemporary illustrations, the book tells
the story of the March sisters in the language of today’s children, thus transforming a masterpiece of fiction into a wonderful illustrated book.

TEXTS BY

ARIANNA GHILARDOTTI - Editor and translator specialising in art, music and poetry, she regularly contributes
to programmes for the Teatro alla Scala and exhibition catalogues. She is an expert in genealogy, dynasty history
and Victorian literature.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY

VALERIA PETRONE - Raised with the books of Bruno Munari and Gianni Rodari, she studied art in Milan and
London. She currently lives in Rome, where she devotes her time to painting, sculpture and illustration.

Hardcover • 23 x 30 cm
32 illustrated pages • €17.90
Available • 978-88-6648-538-4
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DANCING TALES
The Magic of Great Ballet

The stories of the most famous traditional ballets told to children
with words and beautiful illustrations

The great ballets have thrilled audiences for centuries
through movement and music, but these compelling
silent stories deserve to be told in words as well. With
the help of unpublished illustrations of scenic inspiration, “Dancing Tales” tells a young audience of
future fans the most beautiful stories of dance, from
the masterpieces of Tchaikovsky to the Firebird, in a

fascinating arc that spans the entire nineteenth century to Stravinsky. Written in a clear and accessible
language and thanks to the fundamental contribution
of images, able to evoke with the power of colours
and drawings, the book allows young readers to take
their first steps into a fairy-tale world full of music,
dance and gracefulness.

TEXTS BY

ARIANNA GHILARDOTTI - Editor and translator specialising in art, music and poetry, she regularly contributes
to programmes for the Teatro alla Scala and exhibition catalogues. She is an expert in genealogy, dynasty history
and Victorian literature.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY

LAURA BRENLLA - She is a freelance Madrid-based illustrator, author of top selling children’s books.

Hardcover • 20 x 26 cm
64 pages • 60 illustrations
€14.90 • Available
78-88-6648-451-6
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LITTLE HERBARIUM
Stories and secrets of trees and plants

A stunning book that introduces children to the extraordinary
universe of plants and ecology

Trees and flowers are part of everyday life, but few
people know how to recognise the various species and
their properties. Inspired by ancient herbals, the
book is dedicated to younger readers, to guide them
in the discovery of nature and its secrets. Featuring
light and amusing descriptions, capable of parsing scientific content, the book contains a careful selection
of plants, from the most common to the most exotic ones: from nettle to papyrus, mulberry to olive.

Richly illustrated botanical tables will show every part
of each species in detail, also investigating the relationship that human beings have had with each plant
across different ages and civilisations. Each information table will also include anecdotes, trivia and recipes, to ensure reading is always lively and engaging. A
stunning volume to read, admire and consult at will,
discovering a new species every time it’s picked up.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY

DANIELA SPOTO - Graduated in Painting at the Academy of Fine Art in Sassari, she works between Berlin and
Italy, participating in numerous group exhibitions and various editorial projects. Her illustrations are a mixture
of autobiographical and non-autobiographical references, tales of everyday life and allusions to past eras. All with
an elegant dose of irony.
TEXTS BY

ANNA MAINOLI - Curator of international events on architecture and editor of books on architecture and
design, she has written several books for adults and children.
ELOISA GUARRACINO - Organiser of numerous educational projects for children and young people at several
European institutions such us Museum Europäischer Kulturen, Whitworth Art Gallery and Manchester Museum, she is author of illustrated books for children.

Hardcover • 22 x 28 cm
192 illustrated pages • €24.90
Available • 978-88-6648-533-9
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HOME GARDENS
Country secrets for city farmers

A large illustrated book to teach children the secrets of growing
vegetables

Cultivating the land is a 360º experience, increasingly widespread and even therapeutic: it allows you
to spend time outdoors, work with your hands, take
care of the plants by observing their growth rhythms,
and enjoy zero-mile vegetables - undoubtedly fresher, healthier and tastier than those bought at the supermarket. And it’s particularly suitable for children,
who will learn the value of caring for things and waiting patiently while having fun with garden tools. The
book explains to younger readers how to create a
small vegetable garden: from the tools of the trade to

the characteristics of the most common plants, from
the cycles of the seasons to the role of insects. Entirely
illustrated and enriched with in-depth information
on the properties of vegetables, the book invites you
to convert a corner of your garden or balcony into a
vegetable garden, providing valuable advice on preparing the soil, sowing, watering and harvesting. Last
but not least, there are some tasty suggestions on
how to cook your freshly picked vegetables.
An unmissable illustrated manual for budding farmers, to be consulted with soil-stained hands.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY

SILVIA MARINELLI - She works as a freelance in publishing and advertising, museum visual communication
and textile design.
TEXTS BY

ANNA MAINOLI - Curator of international events on architecture and editor of books on architecture and
design, she has written several books for adults and children.
ELOISA GUARRACINO - Organiser of numerous educational projects for children and young people at several
European institutions such us Museum Europäischer Kulturen, Whitworth Art Gallery and Manchester Museum, she is author of illustrated books for children.

Paperback • 20 x 26.5 cm
68 fully illustrated pages
€21.00 • Available
978-88-6648-544-5
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THE CHRISTMAS DREAM

A JOURNEY THROUGHT ART

A Christmas tale dedicated to art

A splendid gift book for children presenting the topic of
landscape throughout the history of art

It is Christmas eve. Little Stella, taking advantage
of the distraction of the grown-ups explores the
big house of her grandparents with her toy bunny.
Grandfather’s study is full of beautiful paintings.
Among these there is a beautiful snowy landscape,
with a small bird that actually seems to beckon Stella
to join it inside the painting...This is the beginning
of a fantastic journey inside the most beautiful
works of art dedicated to winter, to Christmas
and to the family. From the golden Nativity by
Gentile da Fabriano to the Motherhood dating back
to Picasso’s blue period, from Rembrandt’s Sacred
Family to Gauguin’s exotic Madonna with child,
Stella and her pet toy will thus relive the tale of
the birth of Jesus through some of the most famous
masterpieces on this theme. Entirely illustrated
and enriched by photographs of the works, the
volume contains a Christmas tale dedicated to art,
to rediscover the values of Christmas through the
eyes of great painters.

How many ways are there of depicting the same
landscape? Over the centuries, artists have painted
nature in thousands of different styles: from the
smooth transition from light to shadow “sfumato”
technique of Leonardo da Vinci to the dramatic
brush strokes of Vincent van Gogh, from the impressionists’ reflected light to the cubist forms of
Paul Cézanne. During a train journey across Europe
– which will also be a journey through the
periods, techniques and art movements – little Leo
will learn to see the world through the eyes of the
great painters. Fully illustrated and embellished
with large photographs of some of the most famous landscape artworks, the book illustrates to
younger readers the extraordinary power of art,
with its ability to change everyday reality into a
different and captivating world, full of emotions,
light and colour.

TEXTS BY

TEXTS BY

ROSSANA PAPAGNI - Teacher of Art History and
stage design for animated films. She promotes pathways and activities devised to make young people approach art, through creative or multimedia workshops.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY

CINZIA BATTISTEL - Illustrator of children’s books,
she was chief scenographer in some of the most important Italian animated films, such as La gabbianella
e il gatto and Momo.
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THE CHRISTMAS DREAM

ROSSANA PAPAGNI - Teacher of Art History and
stage design for animated films. She promotes pathways and activities devised to make young people approach art, through creative or multimedia workshops.
Hardcover • 23 x 30 cm
32 entirely illustrated pages
€14.90 • Available
978-88-6648-411-0

ILLUSTRATIONS BY

CINZIA BATTISTEL - Illustrator of children’s books,
she was chief scenographer in some of the most important Italian animated films, such as La gabbianella
e il gatto and Momo.

Hardcover • 23 x 30 cm
32 entirely illustrated pages
€14.90 • Available
978-88-6648-421-9
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FATTORI

Masterpieces from the 1900s

Catalogue of the exhibition in Turin, GAM - Galleria Civica d’Arte
Moderna e Contemporanea di Torino
(14 October 2021 – 20 March 2022)

The aim of the catalogue is to revive interest in the
activity and work of Giovanni Fattori, thanks to the
presentation of a large number of paintings from
the most prestigious public and private collections
in Italy.
The catalogue, which presents over 60 masterpieces
by the artist from Livorno, including large-format
canvases, precious panels and a selection of etchings, is divided into nine sections and covers a wide
chronological span from 1854 to 1894, from Macchiaioli experimentation and major works of the 60s and

70s to the canvases of his mature years, which reveal
the acute and innovative gaze, capable of opening up
to the imminent 1900s.
The exhibition concludes with a number of emblematic works by Fattori’s pupils and artists influenced by his painting - Plinio Nomellini, Oscar
Ghiglia, Amedeo Modigliani, Lorenzo Viani, Carlo
Carrà, Giorgio Morandi - bearing witness to the lesson that the master from Livorno was able to stimulate in twentieth-century Italian painting.

EDITED BY

VIRGINIA BERTONE AND SILVESTRA BIETOLETTI.
TEXTS BY

VIRGINIA BERTONE - Curator and head of the Collections of the GAM of Turin.
SILVESTRA BIETOLETTI - Art historian, she devotes herself mainly to topics of Italian art from Neoclassicism
to the 20th century.
CRISTINA ACIDINI - Art historian, currently President of the Accademia delle Arti del Disegno in Florence.
FERNANDO MAZZOCCA - Among the greatest specialists of the neoclassical age, of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.

Hardcover • 28.5 x 28.5 cm
184 pages • 100 illustrations
€34.00 • Available
978-88-6648-560-5
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PIET MONDRIAN
From Figure to Abstraction

Catalogue of the exhibition in Milan,
Mudec - Museum of Cultures of Milan
(24 November 2021 – 27 March 2022)

Illustrating the Dutch master’s passage from the figurative phase to abstract art, comparing his work with
that of The Hague School artists, the catalogue is an
invitation to learn about a “different” Mondrian
and to rediscover his masterpieces. The exhibition
and the accompanying book include the collaboration of one of Europe’s most prestigious museums,
the Kunstmuseum in The Hague, which owns the
most important collection of Mondrian’s works in

the world. With more than 60 paintings covering
the various stages of the Dutch master’s career, from
realistic to abstract representation, the catalogue
reveals a little-known aspect of his work: landscapes. These works present him as one of the best
colourists of his time and one of the greatest masters of twentieth-century painting. A unique opportunity to see many of the artist’s masterpieces
brought together.

EDITED BY

BENNO TEMPEL - Art historian and director of the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague.

Hardcover • 23 x 28 cm
240 pages • 160 illustrations
€32.00 • Available
978-88-6648-578-0
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MAGICAL REALISM
An Italian style

Catalogue of the exhibition in Milan, Palazzo Reale
(19 October 2021 – 27 February 2022)

“Magical Realism” concerns a moment of Italian art
circumscribed in about twenty years, characterised by
a return to the craft in painting. The exhibition and
the accompanying catalogue aim to present for the
first time in Italy the artistic movement of Magical
Realism, a fundamental strand of Italian painting that
developed in the 1920s and 1930s, with insights into
the European art scene of the time.
Magical Realism transposes into painting the climate of instability and unease that characterised
Italian society between the two world wars.
The movement is grafted onto a general recovery of

the plastic values of the art of the past, from Giotto
to Masaccio and Piero della Francesca, up to the formation of the specific realistic and magical form of
Cagnaccio di San Pietro, Antonio Donghi, Ubaldo
Oppi, Achille Funi, Mario and Edita Broglio, who
are the pivotal artists of the exhibition together with
Felice Casorati, Giorgio de Chirico, Carlo Carrà and
Gino Severini.
The catalogue is enriched by some historical texts by
Emilio Bertonati, one of the first to study and value
the movement, of which he was not only a pioneering
critic, but also a passionate collector.

EDITED BY

GABRIELLA BELLI - Italian art historian and, since 2011, director of the Fondazione Musei Civici di Venezia.
VALERIO TERRAROLI - Holder of the chair of History of Art Criticism at the University of Pavia, he has devoted
himself to the study of the artistic culture of the eighteenth century, especially in Lombardy and in particular
sculpture and painting.

Hardcover • 28.5 x 28.5 cm
192 pages • 160 illustrations
€34.00 • Available
978-88-6648-581-0
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DISNEY

ROBOT

On the occasion of the exhibition at Mudec in Milan
(January 27 - September 12, 2021)

Catalogue of the exhibition at Mudec in Milan
(26 November 2020 - 28 March 2021)

The book presents the creative work and comparison
with the history of art conducted by Disney artists to
bring the great classics to film, adapting them to the
spirit of the times. Walt Disney and his studio drew on
the most popular tales of the different cultural traditions, creating a melting pot between the different
continents, from Phaedrus to La Fontaine, from Perrault and the Brothers Grimm to the Greco-Roman
epic, up to the fairy tales of the different oriental cultures or Alice in Wonderland. The book allows children
and adults to physically enter the studio together
with the creatives, understanding how a masterpiece
of animation is created, which involves several years of
work by an entire team, coordinated by a director. It
is a slow, continuous and very laborious process, building from an initial idea to an entire completed film,
through thousands of images that gradually come to
life: the book will help readers get to know the many
professionals involved in a great ensemble project of
manual and artistic work. A rich and rare apparatus
of images, with drawings, sketches and maquettes, will
allow you to immerse yourself in the magical gallery of
unforgettable characters: from Donald Duck, Mickey
Mouse, Dumbo and Bambie, to the heroes and protagonists of fairy tales and legends, from Robin Hood to
Snow White, the Little Mermaid to Frozen.

The large exhibition at Mudec allows visitors to immerse
themselves in the fascinating universe of robotics, a frontier
discipline that influences our society in an increasingly decisive way on a global scale. The catalogue, which opens with
several essays by the curators providing a general overview of
the complex subject matter, follows the exhibition itinerary,
starting with classical Greece, winding its way through the
astronomical and spectacular machines of the Arab world
and the inventions by Leonardo, then moving on to the Baroque Wunderkammern - in particular the museum’s symbolic work, the demon-automaton by Milanese scholar Lanfranco Settala - and ending with 18th century automata and
the products of the great Swiss watchmaking industry of the
19th century. We then reach the present era of contemporary robotics and its application in various fields: the medical
field, with artificial organs, rehabilitative exoskeletons, bionic
limbs, to the new frontiers of bioelectronic medicine; the
corporate field, where more and more importance is given
to humanoid robots; the relational field, the realm of “companion robots”, capable of interacting with the psychological
dynamics of their interlocutors. Finally, we touch on some
controversial current issues, where technological aspects are
intertwined with bioethical ones, such as the military use of
robots, research on artificial intelligence (AI) and the reality
of cyborgs, humans with artificial grafts.

The art of telling timeless stories

The Human Project

EDITED BY

CURATED BY

WALT DISNEY ANIMATION RESEARCH LIBRARY.
SCIENTIFIC ADVICE BY FEDERICO FIECCONI
Journalist, historian and critic of Italian comics and
animation, author of several essays and monographs
on animation and comics.

Hardcover • 23 x 31 cm
244 pages • 100 illustrations
€34.00 • Available
978-88-6648-445-5

ALBERTO MAZZONI - Physicist and bioengineer,
Head of Science at the Laboratory of Computational
Neuroengineering at the Institute of Biorobotics of the
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna in Pisa.

Paperback • 21 x 26 cm
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